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We extend the classical concept of a word in an alphabet o that of a word in 
a quiver. Then the endomorphisms for such a word are introduced. They form a 
monoid which provides ome information about recurrence and periodicity of the 
fixed word. The properties of this mofioid are used to show that for a typical class 
of indecomposable modules over a finite dimensional algebras of tame representa- 
tion type, the class of their endomorphism rings is a very restricted one. © 1993 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We present a purely combinatorial concept which turns out to be useful 
in the representation theory of finite dimensional algebras. First we extend 
the classical concept of a word in an alphabet (as discussed for instance in 
the book [-L] of M. Lothaire) to that of a word in a quiver. Then the 
endomorphisms of such a word are defined. They form a monoid which 
provides some information about recurrence and periodicity of  the fixed 
word. 
A quiver Q is an oriented graph consisting of a set of vertices Qo and a 
set of arrows Q1 such that to each arrow ~ in Q there are attached a 
starting vertex s(e) and a terminating vertex t(a). We add formal inverses 
e-1 for each arrow eeQ1 with (~-1) ,=~,  s(e 1)=t(e)  and t (e - l )=  
s(a). The set of formal inverses is denoted by Q 1. 
A sequence w-WlW: . . .wn of arrows and formal inverses is called a 
word in Q of length Iw[=n, if Wi+l¢W71 and s(wi+l )=t(wi )  hold 
for each i~ {1, 2, ..., n -1} .  The starting vertex and the terminating 
vertex of w are denoted by s(w)=S(Wl)  and t (w)= t(w,), respectively. Let 
v=v l . . . vm be an additional word of length m in Q. The composite 
vw = V l . . .VmWl . . .wn  is defined by concatenating if this sequence is again 
a word in Q. In addition we need for each vertex x in Q the word ex of 
length bexl = 0 with s(ex)= x = t(ex). The composite xW = w and we~ = w, 
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respectively, for a word w is defined if s(w)= x and t(w)= x, respectively, 
are satisfied. We denote by Q* the set of all words in Q. 
Consider for some word a = a l . . .a ,  of length n > 0 
a (a )= 1 a leQ_ l ,  1 a ,~Q_ l  
and a 1=a~-1- . .a?  1. Extend this for ex by o-(e~) = r(ex) = 0 and e~ 1 =ex. 
We obtain factors, quotients and divisors of a word w as follows: 
Fac(w) = ((x, a, y) E Q* × Q* × Q* I w = xay}, 
Quot(w) = ((x, a, y) e Fac(w) I r(x) <~ O, a(y) >>. 0} and 
Div(w) = ((x, a, y) ~ Fac(w) I r(x) >>. O, a(y) <~ 0}. 
We denote by rc(~) = a the projection of a factor 7 = (x, a, y). Now we may 
introduce the set of endomorphisms of a word: 
End(w) = ((gos, go,) ~ Quot(w) × Div(w) I rc(gos) = z(got) 
or n(gos) = n(got)-' } u {0}. 
Together with the composition which will be defined in the next section the 
endomorphisms form a monoid. 
Let k be a field. We state the main result on the k-algebra k End(w) 
generated by the monoid End(w). By the latter we mean the k-vector space 
with basis End(w)\{0}, endowed with the induced multiplication. 
THEOREM 1. Let w be a word in a quiver and let k be a field. Then the 
k-algebra k End(w) generated by the endomorphisms of w is local For a 
factor algebra A of k End(w) which is generated by two elements and a 
natural number n the following hold: 
(a) The dimension dim k A/rad n A is bounded by 2n 2 - 2n + 1. 
(b) I f  A and k(x ,  y) / (x,  y)n are isomorphic, then n<<.3. Here 
k(x ,  y ~ denotes the free associative k-algebra with two generators. 
Let M be a monoid, rad M the subset of non-invertible lements, and 
tad n M = (rad M) n. We call M local if only the unit is invertible and if the 
set Anon radnM consists of precisely one element. The combinatorial 
version of the result goes as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Let w be a word in a quiver. Then the monoid End(w) of 
endomorphisms of w is local For a factor monoid M of End(w) which is 
generated by two elements and a natural number n the following holds: 
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(a) The cardinality card(M/rad n M) is bounded by 2n 2 - 2n + 2. 
(b) I f  M and M(x ,y>/ rad 'M(x ,y> are isomorphic, then n<~3. 
Here M<x, y> denotes the free monoid with two generators. 
The motivation to study End(w) comes from representation theory of 
algebras. Let k be a field. There is a canonical way to associate with each 
word w in a quiver Q a module M(w) over the path algebra kQ (cf. 7.1). 
We now follow Wald an Waschbfisch as well as Crawley-Boevey, who 
showed that the set End(w)\{0} forms a basis of the endomorphisms of
M(w) (cf. [WW, C]). 
COROLLARY 1. Let k be a field and let w be a word in a quiver Q. I f  
M(w) denotes the associated module over the path algebra kQ, then the 
endomorphism algebra of M(w) and k End(w) are isomorphic: 
Endko (M(w)) _~ k End(w). 
In particular, for a factor algebra A of Endka (M(w) ) which is generated by 
two elements and a natural number n, the statements (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 1 hold. 
Modules of the form M(w) occur in the classification of indecomposable 
modules over string algebras (see [BR]), therefore also in the case of 
special biserial algebras: Each indecomposable module over a string 
algebra A is either a string module or a band module. The string modules 
correspond to modules of the form M(w) for certain words in the quiver 
QA of the algebra. The band modules only occur in homogeneous tubes of 
the Auslander-Reiten quiver FA of A. String algebras are tame algebras (in 
the sense of [D]). Therefore we may conclude that an important class of 
tame algebras shows also a "tame" behaviour with respect to the 
endomorphism rings of their indecomposable modules. In contrast wild 
algebras behave accordingly "wild." For instance, Brenner has shown in 
[B] that for A = k(x,  y> each finite dimensional k-algebra may be realized 
as the endomorphism algebra of some A-module. 
We now give an Outline of this paper. In Section 2 we complete the 
notation and show that End(w) is a local monoid and k End(w) is a 
local k-algebra. Since Theorem 1 treats factor algebras of k End(w) which 
are generated by two elements, we have to consider for pairs (a, fl) of 
endomorphisms the generated submonoid <a, fl> ___ End(w). In particular 
we are interested in some bound of 
cn(~, f l)= card((~, fl)\rad"(o~, fl)) 
since dim~A/radnA<~cn(a, fl) holds for a factor algebra A which is 
generated by ~ and ft. 
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As a first result we obtain in Section 3 a 13-dimensional gebra which 
is impossible as factor algebra of k End(w). Then there follows a distinction 
of endomorphism pairs between reducible and non-reducible pairs. 
Non-reducible pairs elude a unified treatment. Therefore three cases have 
to been considered separately. 
With each reducible pair (:¢,fl)--apart from some exceptions--is 
associated a simple pair (%, flo) of transformations. In Section4 we 
describe two operations r, and r, which reduce a simple pair (~0, flo) 
successively to a minimal pair (~,  fl~). Reversely one obtains from the 
knowledge of (~,,  i l l )  inductively a precise description of (ao, rio). In 
particular the inequality cn (%, flo) ~< n2/2 + n/2 holds. 
In Section 5 we finish the proof of both theorems. A reducible pair (a, fl) 
is considered as an extension e(%, fi0; i, j', p, q) of the pair (ao, rio) which 
is determined by four integral parameters. These parameters lead to a 
further distinction between strongly and weakly reducible pairs. We begin 
with the proof of part (a) of Theorem 1. For weakly reducible pairs the 
description of (Co, fl0) in the previous ection yields an approximation of
(~, fl) and we obtain the estimate c~(~, fl)~< 2n 2 -  2n + 1. In the strongly 
reducible case such an estimate by a polynomial of degree 2 is impossible. 
Therefore we use another concept. To prove part (b) of Theorem 1 we 
combine several results and techniques which emerge from part (a). 
Section 6 is devoted to three examples. They illustrate the proofs as well 
as the quality of the bounds in both theorems. 
In Section 7 we discuss the application to representation theory which is 
condensed in the Corollary 1. 
The paper is the translated version of the author's doctoral thesis. 
He thanks Claus M. Ringel for many helpful discussions. It was his 
(provocative) question whether string algebras are wild in the naive sense 
which stimulated this work. The author was partially funded by the 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 
2. THE MONOID End(w) 
Let Q be a quiver. Words in Q as well as their factors and endomorphisms 
were already defined in the introduction. We now complete the notation. In 
particular the composition in End(w) will be defined. As a first result we 
obtain a description of the powers er ( reN)  of an endomorphism 
~ End(w) and we show that End(w) is a local monoid. 
2.1. Let w be a word in Q and let e= (al, a, a2) and f l= (bl, b, b2), 
respectively, be factors of w. The set Fac(w) is partially ordered by 
(al,a, a2)<~(b~,b, 2).~lail>~lbi[ for ie {1, 2}. 
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The union of a and fl is defined by 
au f l=min{?sFac(w)  l ~ <~ ~, fl <~ ?}. 
The factors a and fl are connected if
S= {~ ~ Fac(w) I  ?-..< a, 7--.< f l} -~.  
In the latter case ~ c~ fl = max S denotes the intersection of a and ft. 
A factor a = (al,  a, a2) of w may be visualised by the following diagram: 
I I I I 
a 1 a a2 
The line corresponds to w and the partit ion into three parts reflects the 
length of the words al ,  a and a2 in Q*. To compare different factors 
it usually suffices to present the projections according to their relative 
position: 
a 
aw fl 
ant i  
Let v be an additional word in Q and suppose 7 = (Cl, c, c2) ~ Fac(v). If 
v = rt(fl), then the composition of ? and fl is defined as follows: 
7 * f l=  (b lC l ,  C, c262). 
It is obvious that a~<fl holds if and only if there exists a factor 
aa ~ Fac(rc(fl)) (uniquely determined by ~ and fl) such that a = ~a • ft. 
For  a factor ~ the length is defined by Irc(~)l and we also use 
a -1  = (a21, a - l ,  a71 ) ~ Fac(w-  1). 
2.2. For  w E Q* let 
Trans(w) = {(qb, qb) ~ Fac(w) x Fac(w) ] rc(q~) = re(q),) 
or r~(q~)= r~(~o,)-'} w {0} 
be the set of transformations of w. The endomorphisms of w form a subset 
of Trans(w). We introduce the following notions for a transformation 
q~ = (~o,, ~0,): 
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The signurn of cp is sgn(q) = 
1 4cps) = n(cp,), _ 1 
else. 
The rank of cp is rk(cp) = 1~~1. 
The support of cp is supp(cp) = rp, u qr. 
The shif of 50 is 1~1 = lx’1 - 1x1 and llqjl = I lx’1 - 1x1 1, respectively, if 
yp, = (x, a, Y) and qr = (x’, a’, Y). 
The image of a E Fat(w) is clap = (cI~,)~~“(~) * qt, if a < rp,. 
The preimuge of CI E Fat(w) is acp-’ = (aVp,)sgn(VP) * cpS, if LX< qt. 
The composition of two transformations cp, $ E Trans(w) is defined as 
follows: 
cp = (cp,, cp,), ti = (rl/,, ICI,) and M = qr n II/, exists, 
else. 
The sets Trans(w) and End(w) are closed under the composition which is 
obviously associative. 
The following diagrams illustrate the composition, assuming that 
sgn(q) = 1 = sgn($). The marks at the ends of each line help to distinguish 
between quotients and divisors: 
cps < > 
cPr > < 
* < 1 > < 
d < > > < 
‘p2 
< > 
> < 
Note that the partial order on Fat(w) induces one on the transforma- 
tions of w (cf. 5.1). With respect to this partial order the endomorphisms 
are maximal. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let a = a, . ..a.~ Q* with n = Ial and let p EN. The 
following are equivalent : 
(i) There exist x1, x2 E Q* and r E N such that a= (x~x~)~x~ and 
lXlX2I = P. 
(ii) It isp<n anda,+p=aifor ldi<n-p. 
(iii) There exist b, x, y E Q* such that a =xby, xb = by and 
I-x = IA =p. 
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Proof (i)=:,(ii) and (ii)=>(iii) are clear. We show (iii)=:-(i) by 
induction on n. First assume Ibl~<lxl. Take Xl=b and x2eQ*  such 
that x = xlx2. From xb = by follows xlxzx~ = xb = by = xa y which implies 
y= x2x~. Therefore a = xby = (xlx2)2x1 and the assertion is shown. Now 
assume [bl > Ix[. From xb = by follows b = xb' for some b' e Q*. Therefore 
xxb' =xb = by =xb'y, i.e. xb' =b'y. By induction a' =xb'y has the form 
a'=(XlX2)rXl with X=XlX2. Since a=xa '=(X lX2) '+ lx l  the proof is 
complete. 
A word a in Q is called p-periodic if it satisfies one of the equivalent 
properties (i)-(iii). A factor c~ of a word in Q is p-periodic if the projection 
r~(~) is p-periodic. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let a e Q* and p, q e N such that [a[ >~p + q. I f  a is p- and 
q-periodic, then a is a gcd(p, q)-periodic word. 
Proof We may assume p i> q. Then a is of the form a = xa' with Ixl = p 
and x=(x lx2) 'x l  with [XlX2[= q. The assumption [al>~p+q and the 
p-periodicity of a imply a = xxl x2a" for some a". Applying the q-periodicity 
gives a=(x lx2) 'X lX2Xja  ". Therefore one obtains x lx2=x2x l  and the 
assertion is an immediate consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let a, b e Q* such that ab = ba. Then there exist x e Q* and 
r, s e N such that a = x', b = xL 
Proof We may assume [a[ >~ Ibl and use induction on [a[. Since ab = ba 
there exists a 'eQ*  with a=ba'. This implies ba 'b=ab=ba=bba '  nd 
therefore a'b = ba' holds. By induction one gets a '= x r and b = xL The 
assertion follows from a = ba'= x" +s. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let ~ e End(w) and suppose ~ ~ 1, ~2 ~ 0. 
(a) It is sgn(~)= 1. 
(b) Suppose reN and ~'~0.  Then supp(~')=supp(~), rk(~r)= 
rk(e) - ( r -  1)I1~11 and I~rl = r I~1. 
(c) The support supp(e) of e is II~l[-periodic and Isupp(~)l =rk(e )+ 
I1~11 holds. 
(d) Let beN such that supp(e) is b-periodic with I1~11 =rb for some 
r e N. Then there exists ~ e End(w) which is uniquely determined by ot and b 
such that ~ = fl'. 
Proof Fix ~s=(x ,a ,  y), e t=(x ' ,a ' ,  y') and assume without any 
restriction I~1/> 0. 
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(a) Suppose sgn(c 0 is negative, i.e. a '=  a 1. That implies (a t n e,)-~ 
= at n cq, and therefore c~ 2= (at n cq, at n ~). We conclude ~ = 1 since 
Quot(w) n Div(w) = { (1, w, 1) }. Contradiction. 
(b) Suppose a=ba l=a2b '  with lail =( r -1 ) l la t l .  The definition of 
the composition in End(w) combined with part (a) yields immediately that 
c~r = (fl~, fit) is of the form fl~ = (x, b, al y) and fit = (x'a2, b', y'). The 
assertion follows from that description. 
(c) According to part (a) a '=a holds. Since I~1>~0 there are 
x", y" ~ Q* with x'  = xx"  and y = y"y'. Thus rc(supp(c0) = ay" = x"a with 
l Y'I = Hall = Ix"l and the property (iii) in Lemma 1.3 is satisfied. Since also 
Isupp(~)l = laJ + l y"l part (c) is complete. 
(d) According to part (c) e has the form ~=(x ,a ,y"y ' ) ,  
a t = (xx", a, y'). Applying the b-periodicity of supp(e) there are/~, 2, f ~ Q* 
with @=ay"  =x"a=~b and I~1 =b= I):1. We obtain/~ by/~s= (x,/~, fly'), 
/h = (x~, ~, y'). 
2.6. Let M be a monoid, i.e., a set endowed with an associative multi- 
plication and a unit 1GM. Let l#xoeM be an element such that 
XoX = Xo = XXo holds for all x G M. Then x 0 is called the zero element of M 
and is denoted by 0. Let the radical rad M of M be the set of non-invertible 
elements of M. One defines inductively rad"+:M=ra&Mrad M and 
obtains the following descending chain of ideals in M: 
M = rad ° M_  rad 1 M ~_ rad 2 M _ .... 
For x~M 
l(x) = { oo 
max{neNo I xerad  nM} 
x G N,~N radn M, 
else 
denotes the length of x in M. The monoid M is called local if 
M = rad M u { 1 } holds and if the set An ~N radn M has precisely one 
element. For a subset X__ M we denote by ( J r )  the smallest submonoid 
of M containing X. 
LEMMA. Let M be a finite monoid and suppose that for all x G M\  {1} the 
set { n ~ M I Xn ~ O } is finite. Then M is local 
Proof  Obviously 1 is the only invertible element. We claim that 
rad n+: M=radnM implies rad"M=0.  The assertion would be an 
immediate consequence since M is finite. Therefore suppose rad n M= 
rad n M rad M and choose a minimal X_ rad"M such that rad" M= 
Xrad  M. Let Xo E X. There is xl ~ X and x ~ rad M such that x o = x lx .  The 
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minimality of X implies Xo=Xl and therefore Xo=Xo x" for all n eN.  
According to the assumption we obtain Xo = 0. Thus tad" M = 0 holds and 
the proof is complete. 
Now we combine the previous lemma with Lemma 2.5(b). 
PROPOSITION. Let w be a word in a quiver. Then End(w) is a local 
monoid. 
2.7. Let M be a monoid with 0 and let H_  M be closed under multi- 
plication. Given a field k, the k-algebra generated by H is by definition the 
k-vector space kH= G x~t~\(o}kx endowed with the induced multi- 
plication; i.e., base elements are multiplied as in M, identifying zero in M 
and kH. 
LEMMA. Let M be a local monoid. 
(a) The k-algebra kM is local with radical rad n kM = k rad n M, n e N. 
(b) Let A be a k-algebra with ra&A=0 and let ¢p :kM~A be a 
surjective homomorphism. Then there is a subset X~_ rad M\ rad2M such 
that {~o(x) + rad 2 A I x ~ X} forms a k-basis of rad A/rad 2 A. The radical 
radrA, r~N o is generated over k by {q~(x) l xEradr (X)  }. In particular 
{~0(x) [x ~ (X) \ rad" (X)}  generates A over k. 
The proof is straightforward. 
3. NON-REDUCIBLE PAIRS OF ENDOMORPHISMS 
Throughout the next sections we consider pairs a and fl of 
endomorphisms ince Theorem 1 treats factor algebras of k End(w) 
generated by two elements. Applying Lemma 2.7 together with Proposi- 
tion2.6 we reduce Theorem 1 to statements about the submonoid 
(a, fl)___End(w) generated by a and ft. As a first result we obtain in 
Section 3.4 a 13-dimensional gebra which cannot be realised as a factor 
of k End(w). 
3.1. Let a, fl~End(w). The pair (a, fl) is called reducible if 
(i) a 2 ~ O, aria ~ O, sgn(fl) = 1, [a[ [ill < O, and 
(ii) 11/311 >1 Ilall, if f12~0. 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following proposition. We 
collect all cases which elude a unified treatment in the context of simple 
and reducible pairs (cf. Sections 4 and 5). 
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PROPOSITION. Let ~, ferad \ rad2End(w)  such that neither (~, f )  nor 
(f ,  c~) is reducible. Then 
card((cq f ) \ rad"(c~,  f ) )  ~< 2n 2 - 2n + 1. 
holds for  all n ~ N. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let ~, fl e rad End(w) with ~2 ¢ 0 and f12 ~ O. 
(a) Suppose Isupp(~) c~ supp(f ) l /> IIc~ll + Ilfll. Then supp(cQ = supp(f) .  
(b) Suppose supp(c0=supp( f  ). Then there exist 7eEnd(w)  and 
r, s e N such that ~ = 7 r, fl = 7L 
Proof  (a) By Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 supp(e) and supp( f )  are 
both I1<1- and Ilfll-periodic. Now assume supp(~)vasupp(f ) ,  say s= 
supp(e) c~ supp(fl) ~ supp(e). Then there is 7 = (x, c, y) e Fac(rc(supp(~))) 
such that s =7 * supp(e) with Ixl >0 or l yl > 0. Without any restriction 
assume Ixl > 0. By assumption Icl = Is[ > Ilfll, i.e., c is of the form c = c'c" 
with Ic ' l=l l f l l .  Since feEnd(w)  we conclude r (x )¢r (xc ' ) .  But that 
contradicts the Ilfll-periodicity of xcy = r~(supp(cQ) and supp(e)= supp( f )  
is shown. 
(b) Let c=ged(ll~l}, II/~11). We infer from Lemrna 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 
that supp(e) is c-periodic. Suppose I I< l=cr  and I l f l l=cs. Using 
Lemma 2.5(d) there exists 7 e End(w) such that e = 7 ~ and f = 7 *. 
3.3. An endomorphism ~~ End(w) is called primitive if c~ = fn for some 
fl E End(w) and n e N implies n = 1. 
LEMMA. Let ~, f ~ End(w) be primitive and suppose o~ m = f in  ~ 0 for  a 
pair m, n ~ N. Then ~ = f and m = n hold. 
Proof  Combine Lemma 2.5(b) and Lemma 3.2(b) with the previous 
definition. 
This lemma motivates us to call c~, fl ~ End(w) equivalent if c~ = f = 0 or 
if there are y ~ End(w) and r, s e N such that ~ = 7 r ¢ 0 and f = 7" ¢ 0. 
3.4. PROPOSmON. Let c~, f~radEnd(w)  with c~ 2~0,  f2#O,  and 
Ilfll > I1~11. Then ~ and f are equivalent or ~flnc~=O for  all n~ 2. 
Proof  Assume ~/ / "~0.  Choose 7~<(c~f~)s with 171=0. Then 
7~ ~ supp(~) n supp( f )  and 7~f n ~< supp(~) n supp(fl). Therefore 
Isupp(~) n supp(f ) l /> 17~ vo 7c~fnl = I[fln[[ = n IIfll 
>2  Ilfll > II~ll + Ilfll 
holds for n/> 2 and c~ and/~ are both equivalent by Lemma 3.2. 
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COROLLARY. Let k (x ,  y )  be the free associative k-algebra 
generators and let A be the following factor algebra: 
A=k(x ,y ) / I  with I=(x3,  y3, xyx, yxy)+(x ,y )  ~. 
in two 
For a word w in a quiver there is no surjective homomorphism from k End(w) 
to A. 
Proof Assume there is a surjective homomorphism q~ :k End(w)~ A. 
By Lemma2.7 there exist ~,/ /~rad End(w)\rad 2 End(w) such that 
{q~(~) +rad 2 A, q~(//) + rad 2 A } forms a basis of rad A/rad 2 A. Now rad 4 A 
is generated by {q~(~//2~), ¢p(//~//)} over k and is 2-dimensional. On the 
other hand ~f12~ =0 or//~2//= 0. This contradiction finishes the proof. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let ~, [3 ~ rad End(w) with O{ 2 ~ O. Suppose ~ and [3 are not 
equivalent and supp(//) ~< supp(~). Then rk(//) < II~ll. 
Proof We consider two cases. 
1. //250. Applying Lemma 2.5(c) which says 
Isupp(~) n supp(//)l = Isupp(//)[ = II//ll + rk(//), 
the assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2. 
2. //z=0. Fix //~=(x,b, y), / / t=(x' ,b ' ,  y') and we may assume 
Jill > 0. Suppose rk(/1)/> I1~11. Since//2= 0 we know I//I > rk(//). Thus there 
is n~N such that I / / l=n I1~11 +r  and 0<r~<ll~ll. Suppose Y=YlY2  and 
x'=x'2x'l with ly l l=n  II~ll=lx~l. Then we obtain an endomorphism 
3~ = (~s ,~t )  by 7~= (x, byl, Y2) and 7t = (X~, X'lb', y') since supp(~) is [[~[I- 
periodic. According to this construction rk(7)~> I1~11, supp(7)~< supp(~) and 
72v ~ 0. Applying the first case • and 7 are equivalent. Since / /= 7 n also 
and // are equivalent. This contradicts the assumption and the lemma is 
proven. 
3.6. LEMMA. Let ~, fl ~ End(w) and suppose f12 = 0 and [~l Ifl[ > 0. Then 
3~"3 = 0 hols for all n ~ N. 
Proof Let n ~N and x= fl, n (~")~. f12= 0 implies that fit and fls are 
not connected. Since [~1 Ifl[ > 0 also x~ n and fls are not connected. There- 
fore fl~"fl = 0 is shown. 
3.7. LEMMA. Let a, fl~ End(w) be non-equivalent and suppose afla'v ~ 0 
for some n ~ N. Then ~p~fla ~0 for some (p ~ End(w) implies cpctfla'- l ~ O. 
Proof We show (aria)s= (afla'- l)s. Then the assertion is an obvious 
consequence. Start with u=(afl),c~as. According to Lemma3.5 lul = 
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rk(c~/3~)<llc~ll. The description of e"-~ and e" in Lemma2.5 yields 
u~<(c~" ~)~ since u and (c~")s are connected by assumption. Therefore 
(c~/3c~)~-- (e/3~" 1)s holds. 
3.8. LEMMA. Let c~,/3 e End(w) with sgn(~) = 1 and sgn(fl) = - 1. Then 
~fla"/3c~ = 0 holds for all n e N. 
Proof  Let n eN and assume ~/3c~"/3~#0. According to Lemma 3.7 
?~= a/3a,/3~,-1 50  with 7 = ~/3~"-~. Applying the assumptions about 
and /3 we obtain sgn(y )=- I  or rk(?)=0. Both contradict ~2¢0 by 
Lemma 2.5. Therefore a/?a"/3a = 0 holds. 
3.9. Given two factors a = (aa, a, a2) and /3= (b~, b, b2) in Fac(w), we 
write ~/3  if [Tel > Ib~l for ie {1, 2}. 
LEMMA. Let ~,/3 e End(w). I f  o~ t~/3, (c~, ~ fit) then there 
~' e End(w) such that ~ = ~'/3 (~ =flc¢'). 
Proof  Choose ~'= (~s, ~,fl-1) or c~'= (~/3, ~,), respectively. 
exists 
3.10. LEMMA. Let ~, fl ~ rad End(w) be non-equivalent such that O~ 2 ~ O, 
f12~O and Ilflll/> [1~11. In addition suppose c¢/3~ =0, tf l~ ] 1/31 <0. 
(a) I f  supp(~) # supp(7) c~ supp(/3), then ctfl = 0 or/3~ = O. 
(b) I f  supp(~) = supp(~) n supp(/3), then ~/3~ = O. Moreover if 
¢ rad 2 End(w), then ~/3 = 0 or/3~ = 0 or ~/3z =/32~ = O. 
Proof  We may assume I~1 >0. 
(a) Take 7 = (cl, c, c2) e Fac(Tr(supp(~))) with supp(c~) n supp(/3) = 
• supp(~). The assumption implies 1Cll > 0 or Ic21 > 0. Let us consider the 
case I c l l>  0, the second case being analogous. 
1. I~1 1/31 >0. Suppose/3~¢0. Then, by definition, /3, and ~s are 
connected and I~1 I/3[ > 0 yields 
Isupp(~) c~ supp(/3)l = 11/31P + I/3, c~ ~sl + II~tl/> 11/3ll + II~ll. 
By Lemma 3.2 ~ and/3 are equivalent. Contradiction. Therefore/3~ = 0 is 
shown. 
2. I~1 1/31 < 0. Suppose ~/3 # 0. Using the assumptions 1~1 1/31 < 0, 
11/311~>[1~11 and ICl l#0 we obtain (a/3),~<~s- That implies ~/3a~0. 
Contradiction. Thus a/3 = 0 is shown. 
(b) Fix ~ = (ca, c, c2) e Fac(n(supp(/3))) with supp(ct) = ? • supp(/3). 
1. lal l f l[>0. Suppose a/3a~0. Then la l l f l l>0 immediately 
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implies ]supp(c 0 n supp(/3)l ~> I1~11 + If/311 + El<I. Again by Lemma 3.2 e and 
/3 are equivalent and that contradiction finishes the proof of c~/3c¢ = 0. To 
prove the second part first suppose Icll =0 or le21 =0. Since rk(ct)< 11/311 
holds by Lemma 3.5/3, and es or/3, and e, respectively are not connected. 
Therefore /3~=0 or c~/3=0. Now suppose Ic11¢0 and Ic21~0. Using 
ICll ~ 0 and the assumption ~¢ rad 2 End(w) combined with Lemma 3.9 one 
obtains [c2l + I[<1 ~< 11/31[. Now from rk(e) < 11/311 follows fl2ct = 0. We use an 
analogous argument for e/32= 0. 
2. I~1 1/31 < 0. By assumption only the second part has to be shown. 
First observe that erie = 0 already implies Isupp(e)l < 11/311. The condition 
eCrad2 End(w) combined with Lemma 3.9 yields [eil ~< 11/311 for ie {1, 2}. 
From Icll ~< 11/311 and ]supp(c0l < 11/311 follows e/32=0. Analogously one 
obtains/32e = 0. 
3.11. The following proposition combines the results of 3.6, 3.8, and 3.10. 
PROPOSITION. Let e, /3eradEnd(w)\rad2End(w) be two different 
endomorphisms such that neither (~,/3) nor (/3, ~) is reducible. Then one of 
the following cases holds: 
(i) e2 = f12 = 0. 
(ii) ~/3 -- 0. 
(ii') /3~ = 0. 
(iii) f12 = ~flct~flc~ = O for all n E N. 
(iii') ct 2 = flctfl~ctfl =O for all n ~ N. 
(iv) ~/3~ = ~f12 = f12~ = 0. 
(iv') /3e/3 =/3a 2 = e2/3 = O. 
3.12. LEMMA. Let M=M(x ,  y}  be the free monoid with generators x
and y. Suppose the ideal I c_M is generated by one of the following sets: 
R1 = {x 2, y2}, 
R 2 = {xyx ,  xy  2, y2x}, 
R3= {y2} w {xyxryx [ reN},  
R4= {xyrx [ reN} w {yxr+ly l reN}.  
Then card(M/I\rad nM/I)  <, 2n 2 - 2n + 1 for all n e N. 
Proof Let I c__ M be an ideal and n e N. Then 
M/I \ rad n M/ I= {~ e M/ I I  x e M\ ( Iu  rad n M)}. 
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We consider for each Rj the generated i eal Ij (1 ~<j<~4) and write down 
the elements of Mj = M\(I j  u rad n M). In particular we obtain card Mj and 
the bound card Mj ~< 2n 2 - 2n + 1. 
MI = {(xy)il O<<.2i<n} u {(yx)i I i ~<2i<n} 
{(xy)ex I 0~<2i<n-  1} w {(yx)iy l O<~2i<n - 1} 
card M1 = 2n - 1 
M2= {xil O<~i<n}u {yi[ l<~i<n} 
w {x~y l l <~i<n--1}u {yx~l ~<i<n-1}  
u{yx~y[ l~<i<n-2} 
cardM2=5n-8 ,  if n/>3 
M3={x~IO<~i<n}~{yx~yI l~<i<n-2}  
{xiyxJ l i,j~>O, i + j<n-  1} 
{yxiy xj I i , j~  1, i+ j<n-2}  
u {xiyxJy[ i,j>>. 1, i+ j<n-2}  
u {yx~yxJy I i,j>~ 1, i+ j<n-3}  
card M3 = 2n 2 -  lOn + 19, if n >~ 4 
M4={xi lO<~i<n}u{yi [  l~<i<n} 
u {x~yiIi, j>~ 1, i+ j<n} u {yxJI i ,  j>~ 1, i+ j<n} 
u {yixyJIi, j>>. 1, i+ j<n-1}  
card M 4 = 3/2n 2 - 7/2n + 4, if n >/2 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let ~ and fl be as in the statement of the 
Proposition3.1. We infer from Proposition3.11 that (~,f l )  is an 
epimorphic image of M(x, y)/I, where the ideal I is generated by one of 
the R~ (1 ~<i~<4). Therefore the assertion is an immediate consequence of
the previous lemma. 
4. SIMPLE PAIRS OF TRANSFORMATIONS 
With each reducible pair (~, fl) of endomorphisms we will associate a 
pair (~o, flo) of transformations which turns out to be simple in most cases 
(cf. section 5). The generated submonoid (~o, flo) later will serve as an 
approximation of (~, fl). 
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4.1. Let e, ]3 ~ Trans(w). The pair (c~, fl) is called simple if 
(i) e2 ¢ 0, /3 ~ 0, /32 = 0, sgn(/3) = 1, 
(ii) supp(e) = supp(/3), lel Ifll < 0 and e/37 e End(w). 
In this section we provide a construction which allows to reduce a simple 
pair (~, fl) to a minimal pair (el, ill) by iterating two operations. On the 
other hand one obtains from (el,/31) inductively a precise description of 
(c~,/3). In particular we deduce the following result: 
PROPOSITION. Let (ct, fl) be a simple pair & Trans(w). Then for  n ~ N O 
card(radn(~, f l ) \ rad,  + 1(~,/3)) ~< n + 1. 
Remark. The bound is best possible (cf. Example 6.1). 
4.2. LEMMA. Let (ct,/3) be a simple pair in Trans(w). 
(a) Then rk(/3)< [l~lJ, 
(b) Let ~nlfl  " '" /30~ nr = ~ml /3 . . .  /3~ms ~ 0 for Hi ,  ..., n r and let ml ,  ..., m s 
in N O . Then r=s  andn i=mi for  i6 {1 ..... r). 
Proof  (a) Let c=supp(~)=supp(/3)  and let w'=•(c) be the projec- 
tion. We restrict ~ and fl to w', i.e., we consider ~'= ((~s)c, (~t)c) and 
fl'=((/3s)~, (flt)~) in Trans(w'). (Here 7=yc .  c is defined for 7~<c in 
Fac(w) as in 2.1.) Since ~fl~ ~ End(w) and ~'fl'~'e End(w') respectively ~' 
and fl' lie in End(w'). Now the assertion immediately follows from 
Lemma 3.5 since rk(/3) = rk(/3') < I1~'11 = I1~11. 
(b) Using (a) the assertion follows by induction on r. 
The previous Lemma justifies the following convention for a simple 
pair (~,/3): Let M(~, f l )  be the free monoid in c~ and /3 and let 
z = r~,~: M(ct, fl) ~ Trans(w) be the map induced by z(~) = ~ and z(/3) = ft. 
Then we may identify the set {x~M(e , /3 ) [z (x )¢O} via z with 
T(e, fl) = (~, f l ) \{0} _ Trans(w). 
4.3. LEMMA. Let (~, fl) be a simple pair in Trans(w). 
(a) Let n=max{reNo lc (+2¢0}.  Then Cq=((Ctn+l)~,(~n+l)s~) 
and fll = (fls ct- ' ,  fit) lie in Trans(w) and (al, ill) is a simple pair. Moreover 
~=0.  
(b) Suppose fl~fl v ~ O. Then ~1 = ~fl~ and fll = ((fl~)t c~ fls, /3, ~ (~/3)s) 
lie in Trans(w) and (~1, ill) is a simple pair. 
The simple properties of (cq, ill) follow from those of (ct,/3). Therefore 
we omit the details. We denote in part (a) by rn(ct,/3) = (0q,/31) the n-trun- 
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cation of (~, fl) and in part (b) by r(~, fl) = (~1, ~1) the simple reduction of 
(~, fl). As an example choose w= (x-~yx ~x-ly)4x -~ in the quiver with 
one vertex and two arrows x and y. 
w 
(~,/~) 
> < > < 
> < > <~ 
rr2(~, fl) 
> < 
A simple pair (a, fl) is called minimal if ~3 = flc~fl = 0. These notions lead to 
the following result: 
4.4. LEMMA. Let (c~, fi) be a simple pair in Trans(w). Then there exist a 
minimal pair (al, ill) in Trans(w) and integers nl, ..., n t~N o such that 
((x1,/~1 )= r , fr , ,  1"'" r,2rrn~ (~, fl)" 
Proof Iterate the operations r, and r described in the previous lemma 
until the resulting pair is minimal. 
4.5. Let e, fl ~ Trans(w). An element m ~ (e, fl) is called maximal for the 
pair (c~, fl) if 
(i) m ¢0  and 
(ii) m~(a,  f l )x (a ,  fl) holds for a l l xe (~, f l )  w i thx¢0 .  
LEMMA. Let (a, fl) be a minimal pair in Trans(w). 
(a) Suppose I~/~1 I~1 >0. Then there exists seN such that (afla)s is 
maximal for the pair (~, fl). 
(b) Suppose I~/~11~1 <0. Then there exists seN such that ~(~fla)sa is 
maximal for the pair (a, fl). 
Proof According to the definition of a minimal pair fi~nfl = 0 holds for 
all n ~ N O with n ¢ 2. Application of the assumptions about [~fl~l shows for 
maximal m ~ (a, fl) that either m E~2(~, fl)~2 or m ~c~fl(~, fl)fla holds. 
4.6. We fix some notations for the rest of Section 4. Let M=M(~,  fl) 
be the free monoid and let G(~, f l )  be the free group in ~ and fl 
where M(a,  f l) is regarded as a subset of G(a, fl). Furthermore let 
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(f12) ~ M(e, /3)  be the ideal generated by [12, Mp2 = M\([12), D (e, [1 ) = 
eM~ w Ma2e and D'(~,/3) = eMa~e. We define two maps, the second one 
depending on n ~ N O : 
P, Pn : M(°~I, [1,)--*G(c~, [1). 
Let p be the multiplicative xtension of the following map defined on 
[11}: 
p( l) = p( [11)= . 
_ no  ml  n l  mr nr For x -~ 1111 71 "" i l l  ~1 with rENo, no, nrENo, n i~N (1~<i~<r-1), 
mieN (l<~i<~r) let 
pn(X ) = o~no+ n[1mlo~ n' + n . . . [1mr ~ nr +n 
LEMMA. Let p and Pn be the maps as defined above. 
(a) Let x, yEM(~1,[11).  Then p , (xy)=p, (x )~-"pn(y )  with 
p,(x)  o~-", ~-"p, (y)  6 M(ct, [1). 
(b) Let x~D(~l , [1a) .  Then p(x)~M(~,[1) .  
(c) Let x, x l ,x2~M(~l , [11)  and suppose x, x lxx2uD' (Ot l , f l l  ). 
Then p(xi)6 M(ct, [1)for i t  {1, 2}. 
Proof (a) and (b) are obvious. (c) follows from (b). 
4.7. LEMMA. Let (c~, fl) be a simple pair in Trans(w) and let (0C1, i l l )=  
rn(O~ , fl). Given x~ M(ct,,  ill) then x~ T(al ,  [11) and pn(x)e T(~, [1) are 
equivalent; in which case pn (x)= xc~  holds in Trans(w). 
Proof We prove the assertion for x~M(cq ,  [11) by induction on 
the length l(x) of x. Assume that xe  T(~I ,  [11) or p, (x )e  T(~, fl) holds. 
For l (x )~ l  the assertion is clear. Therefore suppose x=x lx2  with 
O<l(x i )< l (x )  for i~{1,2}. Then there exist y ieM(~, f l )  such that 
p, (x l )=y lc t  ~and pn(XZ)=o~ny2 • That implies pn(X)=ylo~ny2 by Lem- 
ma 4.5(a). By induction ylc~" = xj~" and ~"y2 = x2~" lie in Trans(w). Now 
we inteprete 
xc~" = xlx2~" = xl ~"Y2 = Yl ~"Y2 = P, (x) 
in Trans(w) and distinguish between xe  T (e l ,  [11) and p, (x )e  T(cq [1). 
The first case implies p, (x )e  T(e,  [1) since x,~< (e")s. In the second case 
the assertion x s T (e l ,  [11 ) is obvious from p, (x )= xe". This finishes our 
proof. 
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4.8. LEMMA. Let (a, fl) be a simple pair in Trans(w) and let 
(~ , /L )  = r(~, tO- 
(a) Suppose x a T ( ~, fl ). Then there exists x' e aflT ( a, fl ) flot such 
that x' 50  and x' ~ T(a, fl) xT(a ,  fl). 
(b) Given x ~ ~ M(a~, fll ~ ~1 then x ~ T(a~, fi~ ) and p(x) ~ T(a, fl 
are equivalent, in which case p(x)= x holds in Trans(w). 
Proof (a) Suppose x~T(~, f l )  has the form x=f ly  for some 
y~T(a ,  fl). Then aflyv~O since fl~<a~. Using analogous arguments 
x= yfl, x=~2y and x= y~2 respectively, for some y~ T(a, fl) imply 
yflc~ ~ 0, 7fl~2y ~ 0 and yo~Efl~  O, respectively. Therefore (a) is shown. 
(b) Let X~alM(~l ,  fll)a~ and x~T(~, f l l )  or p(x)~T(~, f l ) .  
Choose x '~M(~l ,  fl~)~l of maximal ength l(x') such that p(x')= 
x' ~ 0 holds in Trans(w) and some Xl ~ M(a~, fll ) exists with x = X'Xl. We 
claim x = x'. First suppose x~ ~ a~M(al, fl~). Then X'al = p(x') aria = 
p(x'a~), but that contradicts the maximality of l(x'). Therefore suppose 
Xlefl lM(~l,f l l) .  Then Xl~fllalM(O~l,fll) and x'fl la~=p(x')f l~= 
p(x'fllal) since yfl~a~ = yfl~ holds for y ~ Fac(w) with y ~< (al)~ c~ (fi~al)~. 
Thus x-- x' is shown by the maximality of l(x'). 
4.9. PROPOSITION. Let (a, fl) and (0~1, ill) be simple pairs in Trans(w) 
and suppose that m 1 is maximal for (al, fl~). 
(a) I f  (0q, ill) = rn(~, fl), then m = pn(ml) is maximal for (a, fi). 
(b) I f(a1, fl l)=r(a, fl), then m= p(ml) is maximal for (~, fl). 
Proof. (a) First of all m=p,(ml )6T(~, f l )  by Lemma4.7. Now 
suppose x~T(a ,  fl). Then m~T(~, f l )xT(a ,  fl) has to be shown. 
Suppose x=o~"lfl~n2fl...fla% It suffices to show the assertion for 
x'=al'fl~"2fl...flo~nr-lfl~d r with l i=max(ni, n) for i6{1, r} because 
x '6T(a ,  f l )xT(a ,  fl) and x '~0.  Note that x '~0 follows from 
((~ll)ll'~flS= (anl)tf'~fls and fltc~(atr)s=fltc~(a"r)s. We have x '=pn(y)  for 
n n2  - -  n ~ I r  - -  n Y = aS- fl1~1 fll ""Plal • By Lemma 4.7 y 6 T(~t, il l) and applying 
the maximality of mi there are y~, Y2 E T(cq, il l) with ml = YlYY2. That 
implies m=pn(ml)=p~(y l )a -"x 'a -npn(y2)  by Lemma4.6(a) where 
P~(Yl) ct-~, c~ np~(y2)~ T(C~, fl) holds. That finishes part (a). 
(b) It is obvious that ml~lT (a l ,  f l l )~l,  and therefore 
m=p(ml)~ T(a, fl) by Lemma4.8(b). Now suppose xe T(~,f l )  and 
m~T(a ,  f l )xT(a ,  fl) has to be shown. According to Lemma4.8(a) 
there is x '~f lT (~, f l ) f l~  with Ov Lx '~T(~, f l )xT(~, f l ) .  If x '=  
afla~fl...fl~"~fla, then x '=p(y)  holds for y=cqflt l~Xfl]~.. . f i~ with 
l~=1 if n~=l, and li=0, if n~=2 (l~<i~<r). Applying Lemma3.8(b) 
y~T(~, f lx )  holds and since ml is maximal there exist y~,y2~ 
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T(~I ,  fll ) with ml = Yl YY2. That implies m = p(rnl) = P(Yl) x'p(Y2) where 
P(Yi)~ T(~, fl) holds for i t  {1, 2) by Lemma 4.6(c). Therefore the proof is 
complete. 
4.10. We fix for the rest of this section M=M(a ,  fl), D=D(~,  fl) and 
the maps p and pn are defined on M by ~1 = a, fl~ = ft. In addition let 
be the multiplicative xtension of the following map defined on {c~, fl}: 
, L (~)  = ~" /~,  6° ( /~)= ~ -~ . 
LEMMA. Let x ~ D and n ~ No. 
(a) It is p ,p (x )=6,+l (x )~ ~. 
(b) Let a ,b ,y~D with y=axb. Then there exist a ' ,b 'eD with 
6n+l(y )= a'p,p(x)b'. 
Proof (a) The assertion follows for x=~"l[3-..[3~nr~D by induction 
on r. 
(b) Choose a'=6,+l(a),  b '=~-n6,+~(b)  and use part (a). 
4.11. For no, na .... ,n t~N o define 
c(no ) = ~-0 and c(no, nl ..... nt) = 6n,'-- 6,2 6,1 (c~n°), if t ~> 1. 
Now fix some no, nl, . . . ,nt~N with t>~2. We use the following notation: 
e=e(n o,nl,...,nt), a=c(1,  nz,...,nt), b=c(1, nz - l ,n  3 .... ,n,) and p= 
l(a"lb), q = l(a). 
LEMMA. Let no, hi, ..., n t f fN  and t>>.2. Then 
(a) C----- (anab) n°, 
(b) ab~Ma and 
(c) a~b(fl~)-XM. 
Proof. The assertion immediately follows by induction on t using the 
multiplicativity of fin. 
PROPOSITION. Let no, nl, ..., nt6N and consider for neN the set 
T ,= {x ~ M I c(no, hi, ..., n,)~ MxM, l (x)= n}. 
Then card Tn~<n + 1 holds. 
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Proof Again we prove by induction on t. The case t <~ 1 is trivial. 
Therefore suppose t > 1. We only use the properties (a), (b), and (c) of c 
in the previous lemma. By (a) and (b) there exist a ieM for 1 <<.i<<.p-q 
with ceMaia  and l(a~)=i. For O<<.i<<.p-q let b leM such that ceb iM 
and l(b~)=i. In addition let b 1=~ -1 
1. n<p.  Let xeM with ceMxM and l (x)=n.  Part (a) provides 
Xl, xzeM with a"lba"lb=xlxx2. Without any restriction assume 
l(Xl) < p. We consider three cases for 1(Xl). If l(xl)>~ p-q ,  then we obtain 
ameMxM for re=n1+2 from (b) and (c). For l ( x lx )<~p-2amEMxM 
follows from (c). Otherwise it is n>>.q and x has the form a~ab,_q_~ for 
some i e { 1 ..... n - q + 1 }. By induction card T, <~ n + 1 follows for n < q 
since a"= e(m, n 2 . . . . .  n t ) .  For n >~q observe that a m is a q-periodic word, 
and therefore card{x e M ] a m e MxM, l(x) = n} <~ q holds. Thus card T, ~< 
q+ (n -q+ 1)=n+ 1. 
2. n~p.  By (a) the word c is p-periodic. Therefore card T,~< 
p<n+l .  
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let (~, fl) be simple. There exist nl, ..., n~ e No 
by Lemma 4.4 such that (~1, /?1) = r.zr"" rr.l(ct, fl) is minimal. Applying 
Lemma 45 there is seN such that (X1(O~1/?1~l)S~1 or  (~1fl1~1) ~ is maximal 
for (al,/71). Following our convention in 4.2 we consider T(c~,/?)= 
(e , /? ) \{0} as a subset of M= M(e , / ? ) .  In particular 
rad"(c~,/?)\rad"+ l (e , / ? )  ___ {xeMI  l (x )=n}.  
Now let m be maximal for (e,/?). We combine the formulas of Proposi- 
tion4.9 for the recursive calculation of rn with Lemma 4.10 and obtain 
c(s + 2, nl + 1, n2 + 1 ..... n, + 1) e MmM. Now the assertion is an immediate 
consequence of Proposition 4.11. 
5. REDUCIBLE PAIRS OF ENDOMORPHISMS 
In this section we complete the proof of both theorems. With each 
reducible pair (~,/?) we associate a second pair (~0,/?o) of transformations 
and consider (~,/?) as an extension (~,/?) = e(~0,/?0; i, j, p, q) determined 
by four integral parameters. First we prove part (a) of Theorem 1. For so 
called weakly reducible pairs we can use the results of the previous ection 
whereas strongly reducible pairs have to be considered separately. The 
proof of part (b) is based on work already done for part (a). 
5.1. Let w be a word in Q. The set Trans(w)\{0} is partially ordered by 
(~,  o~) <~ (fls, fit) "¢*" ~ <~ fl, and c~, = e~fl 
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for two transformations a, f leTrans(w)\{0 }. For a-~< fl fix (as)as= 
(x, a, y) e Fac(n(fls)) with i = Ixl and j = l yl. We denote by fl = e(a, i, j) the 
extension of a by i and j. This extension is uniquely determined by the 
triple (a, i, j): 
fl = e(a, t, j) < > 
(as )a ,  ' i , i 
> < 
5.2. Let the pair (a, r)  in End(w) be reducible and let a = aria. Then 
ao=(at~- lWas ,  a twa~) ,  ro=(asa, a,a - l )  
belong to Trans(w). The pair (c%, rio) is called the reduced pair corre- 
sponding to (a, fl). It is ao ~< a and flo ~< ft. Moreover (ao, flo) is a simple 
pair if a~ # 0. Let i, j, p, q ~ No such that a = e(ao, i, j) and fl = e(flo, p, q). 
Then we write (a, r )=  e(ao, flo; i, j, p, q). We call (a, r) strongly reducible 
if max(p, q) > Ilrll or max(i, j) > 2 I1~11, Otherwise (a, r) is called weakly 
reducible. In 6.2 and 6.3 are given concrete examples. 
5.3. LEMMA. Let (a ,r )  be reducible in End(w) such that (a, r )= 
e(ao, to; i, j, p, q). Suppose a, r ¢ rad2 End(w). Then: 
(a) min(i, p) = 0. (a') min(j, q) = 0. 
(b) q~> Ilrll, t f i>  Jl~ll. (b') p~ Ifrl l ,/f J> real[. 
(c) j~>llall,~fp>rlrll. (c,) i>/llall,~fq>lrrlr. 
Proof. (a) Let m = min(i, p). From e(~oroao, m, O) <~ ~ra 
aofloa o = aria we infer m = 0. 
and 
(b) Suppose i>  Ilall and q< Ilrll. Then f l~a  t holds which implies 
fle tad 2 End(w) by Lemma 3.9. Contradiction. 
(c) Suppose p> IJrll and j<  IlalP. Then a,~fls holds which implies 
a e tad 2 End(w) by Lemma 3.9. Contradiction. 
(a')-(c') and (a)-(c) are symmetric. 
5.4. LEMMA. Let (a, r) be reducible & End(w) and let (ao, flo) be the 
corresponding reduced pair. 
(a) Let II//rl < IJall. Then a~o = O. 
(b) Let a~ = O. Then there is r e N such that (aoflo)'ao is maximal for 
(ao, flo). In particular card(rad" (ao, flo ) \rad" + 1 (ao, flo)) ~< n + 1. 
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Proof  (a) By the definition in 3.2 flz= 0 and therefore the definition of 
ao yields a2 = 0. 
(b) The assertion follows directly from the definition of So and rio. 
5.5. LEMMA. Let (s, fl) be reducible in End(w) and let (So, flo) be the 
corresponding reduced pair. Furthermore let x = ~ fl . . . fla"~ ~ ( ~, fl ) with 
n~ ~ No (1 <<. i <. r) and let 0 ¢ y ~ Trans(w) such that y <~ x and 
.<f(ao)~ n l#O,  _<~(So), n~¢O, 
Ys"~'~(flO)s n l=0,  Yt"~'~(flO)t ~r=0, 
Then Xo = ~'  flo " " f l o~ ~ ~ 0 holds with y <~ Xo and l(xo) <~ l(x). 
Proof  We use induction on r. The initial step r ~< 2 is clear. Therefore 
suppose r > 2. Then n~ ~> 1. Using the assumptions about y~ and y, as 
well as ~fl~ = %floao one obtains 
z= ys(O~'fl .. .~  1)= y,(fl~z~)-I <~ (ao)t~ (fiO)s. 
Apply induction to Yl = (Ys, z) and Y2 = (Z, Yt). We obtain z = 
Ys (o~ ~ r io ' "  egr-1) = yt (floegr)- 1 which implies x o ~ 0 and y = Yl Y2 ~< Xo. If 
we transfer Lemma 4.2(b) to (Co, rio) we obtain l(xo) = (Y.i ni) + ( r -  1) for 
the length in (ao, flo)- Therefore (Y~ine)+(r -1 )<~l (x )  holds for the 
length in (~, fl) and the proof of this lemma is complete. 
5.6. LEMMA. Let (a, fl) be reducible in End(w) with (s, f l)= 
e(O~o, flo; i, j, p, q ). Let m, n~N o and x 6 ( ~, fi ). 
(a) Let p=q=0 and i<~m lisle, j<~n [mall. Then there exist r , s~N o 
and Xo~(ao ,  flo) such that x=arXo as and r<~m, s<~n. Moreover, 
l (x)  >>. l(Xo) + r + s holds. 
(b) Let i= j=0 and p<.m I[flll, q<~n IlflH. Then there exist r, s6N o 
and Xo~(~o,  flo) such that x=flrXof l  s and r<~n, s<.m. Moreover, 
l (x)  >~ l(xo) + r + s holds. 
(c) Let j=p=O,  i<~m Ilall, q<~n Ilflll and I]flil ~> Hall. Then there exist 
r~No and XoE(ao ,  flo) such that x=arxo  with r<~m, or X=flrXO with 
r <~ n. Moreover, l (x)  >1 l(xo) + r holds. 
(c') Let i=q=0,  j<~m lionel, p<.n eiffel and Ilflil >~ II~li. Then there 
exist r~N o and XoE (~o, rio) such that X=Xo ~r with r<~m, or X=Xof l  ~ 
with r <~ n. Moreover, l (x)  >1 l(xo) + r holds. 
Proof  (a) For xE(s )  the assertion is trivial. Otherwise choose 
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r, s~No and x 'e  (e , /3)  with x=c(x 'e  s such that r and s are minimal with 
respect o 
Xs~ "~L(flo)s x'~fl(~,fl), x'~-"~(/3o), x'~(~,fl)fl. 
The assumption about i and j guarantee that r ~< m and s ~< n. Moreover 
l(x) >jr+ l(x')+s. Now the assertion follows by Lemma 5.5, applied to 
y = (xs~',  x ,~ ~) ~< x'. 
(b) First we claim 11/311 >~11~11. Since i= j=0 it is c~=e o. Suppose 
Ilfll[ < I1~11. Then e2 = c~2 = 0 follows by Lemma 5.4(a). This contradicts the 
fact that (c~,/3) is reducible and therefore Ilflll i> IIHI is shown. Now we use 
similar arguments as in (a) changing the roles of e and/3. 
(c) If xe  (c~) w (/?) the assertion is trivial. Otherwise first observe 
that /~c~e~<(c%), and e, c~ /?, ~< (/?o), holds. Therefore there exist 
x l~ (~)  w (/3) and x'~ (c~,/3) with 
_ f(~o)~ x'e~(~,fl), 
x=x lx '  and X, X l~ .~ . ~U~o), x' e/3(~,/3). 
Let X l=er  or x~ =fir and assume r to be minimal. Then r~<rn or r~<n 
respectively. Also l (x)>~r+l(x')  holds. The assertion follows from 
Lemma 5.5, applied to y = (X~Xl, x,) ~ x'. 
(c') Follows by symmetry from (c). 
5.7. LEMMA. Let ~,f leradEnd(w)krad2End(w) and let (~,fl) be 
reducible with (~, f l )=e(%, flo; i, j, p, q). Fix neN and for a, be (~, fl) 
consider the set 
Mn (a, b) = {axb E Trans(w) I x ~ (~o, flo), l(x) + l(a) + l(b) < n }. 
(a) I f  11/311 < I[~ll, then 
(~, f l ) \ rad"(~,  f l) 
c {~r~/3(~/3)s~r2 e Trans(w) I ri, s e No, ri < 2, rl + 1 + 2s + r2 < n 
w{~riO<~r<~min(3, n--1)} and 
card( (~, /3 ) \ rad" (~, /3 ) )  ~< 3n + 1. 
(b) I f  p = q = 0 and max(i, j) ~< I1~]1, then 
(e, /3)\rad"(~, /3) 
__M,(1, 1) wM~(e, 1)wM,(1 ,  ot)wMn(Cqe) and 
card((e, f l ) \ rad ' (e ,  f l))  ~< 2n 2 - 2n + 1. 
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(c) I f i= j=O and max(p, q)~< Ilfltl, then 
(e, f l ) \ rad'(c¢ fl) 
-Mn(1 ,  1)uMn(fl ,  1)uMn(1,  f l )uM,( f l ,  fl) and 
card( (c~, fl ) \radn ( ~, fl )) <<. 2n2 _ 2n + 1. 
(d) I f  j=p=O,  i~2  II~JI and q<~[]fl[], then 
(~, f l)\radn(~, fl} 
---Mn(1, 1) u Mn(cq 1) u M~(fl, 1) uMn(cd, 1) and 
card((~, f l)\radn(~, fl}) ~< 2n 2 - 2n + 1. 
(d') I f  i=q=O, j~2  I/all and p~ Ilflll, then 
(~, fl)kradn(c~, fl} 
c-Mn(1,1)uMn(1,  cOuMn(1,~)~M~(1,  f l )uM, (1 ,  cd) and 
card((~, fl ) \rad~(~, fl)) ~ 2n 2 - 2n + 1. 
Proof. (a) According to the definition in 3.1 it is fl2=0. Therefore 
max(p, q )< Irflll. Moreover max(i, j) ~< llc~ll holds by Lemma 5.3 since 
e, fl ~ rad 2 End(w). There are the following cases: 
1. p=q=0.  The assertion follows from Lemma5.6(a) and 
Lemma 5.4. 
2. p # 0. By Lemma 5.3(a) it is i = 0. Therefore ~, n flu = (%)t c~ fls 
which implies ~2fl = ~o2fl = 0 by Lemma 5.4(a). Moreover i= 0, j~< IIc~ll and 
~2 _-0 yields c~3= 0. The assertion follows immediately. 
3. q ¢ 0. This case is symmetric to the previous one. 
For (b)-(d') the description of (c~, fl)krad" (e, fl ) follows from Lemma 5.6. 
The pair (%, flo) is simple or e2 = 0 holds. Therefore Proposition 4.1 and 
Lemma 5.4 show cardMn(a,b)<.rn2/2+m/2 for m=n- l (a ) - l (b ) .  
Applying this result several times we obtain the bound for card((e, f l ) \  
rad"(~, fl)). 
Each weakly reducible pair (c~, fl) satisfies one of the conditions in the 
previous lemma. Therefore we may conclude: 
PROPOSITION. Let o~, fl~ rad End(w)krad 2End(w) and let (e, fl) be 
weakly reducible. Then the following holds for n ~ N: 
card((c¢ f l )krad'(e,  fl) ) <~ 2n 2 - 2n + 1. 
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Remark. Let e, f l~rad End(w)\rad ~End(w) and let (e. fl) be strongly 
reducible. In general there is no polynomial bound of degree 2 for 
card((e, f l ) \radn(e, f l)) (cf. Example 6.2). Nevertheless Lemma 5.6(c) 
and 5.6(c') respectively yield the bound card((e, f l ) \radn(e, fl))~< 1/3n3 + 
n 2 + 2/3n. 
5.8. PROPOSITION. Let the factor algebra A = k End(w)/ I  be generated 
by two elements. Suppose that given two endomorphisms e, fl6 radEnd(w) \  
rad 2 End(w) such that 4 = e + I and fl = fl + I generate the algebra A, the 
pair (e, fl) or (fl, e) is strongly reducible. Choose e, f l~radEnd(w)\  
rad 2 End(w) in such a way that (e, fl) is strongly reducible and {4, fl} 
generates the algebra A. Then 4fl r + 14 = fl4rfl = 0 holds for all r ~ N. 
Proof Assume the strongly reducible pair (e, f l )=e(eo, f lo ; i , j ,p ,q )  
generates A. The relation 4flr+14=0 is clear from Proposition 3.4. To 
prove the second relation we consider our cases: 
1. q>llflll. Let (n+l) l l f l l l>~q>n]lf l l l .  First of all j=p=0 by 
Lemma 5.3. That implies f le=f leo=Tf l  n with 7=((eO)sf1-1, (eo)tf l -")~ 
End(w). By assumption there are pairwise different x/~ (e, fl) and ~tek* 
(1 ~< l ~< m) such that ~ = ~t  it xt. Note that x l ¢ fl for all l since otherwise 
{4, ~} would generate A although neither (e, 7) nor (7, e) is reducible by 
[e[ ]Tt > 0. Now suppose the assertion is not true and choose r ~ N minimal 
such that ~4r~ :~0. It is fl4rfl = ~t  41Xl fl n4~- lfl. We claim xt fl"e ~- lfl ~ I for 
all I. Then we are done since that contradicts our assumption. If r > 1, then 
xt fine ~- lfl ~ I  holds by the minimality of r. If r = l, then xt fl"+ 1 ~ I follows 
from eft2= 0 and fin + 3= 0 respectively. The relations eft2= 0 and fl" + 3= 0 
are a consequence of Lemma 5.6(c). 
2. P > [[fill- Analogous to the first case. 
3. q~< II/~ll and i>2 Ile][. As in the first case j=p=0 by Lemma 5.3. 
Therefore ~fl = eflo = 7e 2 with 7 = ((flO)s ~-1, (fl0)~ e-2) ~ End(w). By 
assumption there are pairwise different xl~ (e, fl) and ~tek* (1 ~< l~m)  
such that ~ = Zl  ~t xl. Note that xt v a fl for all l since otherwise {~, ~7} would 
generate A although neither (e, 7) nor (7, e) is strongly reducible by 72 = 0. 
Now suppose the assertion is not true and choose n e No maximal such 
that f14~fi4"¢O for some r~N. It is f l~f l i t "=Zl~t f l4  ~ lx14n+2. We claim 
fie ~ lx len+2eI  for all l. As before that contradiction would finish this 
case. If r > 1, then tie r-  ix t e ~ + 2 E I follows from the maximality of n and 
from fie" + 2= fie;+2 = 0 respectively. If r = 1, apply to xt e ( f l )  the fact that 
by q~< II/~ll/~3=0. Therefore also flx~e"+2=0 holds. If x~¢ ( f l )  we use 
again the maximality of n and f l~+2=f le3=0,  respectively, to obtain 
4. p~< II/~11 and j>2 Ilell. Analogous to the third case. 
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5.9. Proof of Theorem 1. First combine Proposition 2.6 and Lem- 
ma 2.7(a) to obtain that k End(w) is a local algebra. Let A = k End(w)/I be 
a factor algebra generated by two elements and let n~N. Choose 
a, fl ~ rad End(w)\rad 2 End(w) such that A is generated by {~ +/ ,  fl + I}. 
(a) By Lemma2.7(b) 
dim~ A/ra& A ~< card((e, fl)\rad"(c~, fl)) 
holds and the assertion follows from the propositions in 3.1, 5.7, and 5.8 
combined with Lemma 3.12. 
(b) Suppose n> 3. We may assume without any restriction that 
A ~- A = k(x ,  y) / (x ,  y)4. Lemma 2.7(b) yields 
XlX2X3~O foralltriplesxeE{c~,fl}(i~{1,2,3}). 
Therefore the pair (~, rq) or (fl, a) is reducible by Proposition 3.1. Suppose 
(c~, fl) is reducible with (a, f l)= e(ao, fi0; i,j, p, q). We claim 
0<p,  q~< plpl I and i= j=0.  (1) 
Assume p = 0. Then ctfl 2 = 0 holds since fl~ = 0 and e, c~ fl, = a t n (fl0)s. 
Therefore p > 0 is shown. Similiarly one obtains q > 0. The rest of state- 
ment (1) is done by Lemma 5.3. Now we claim 
p > I1~[I. (2) 
Since (%, flo)is simple (1)implies 
Isupp(cOI = Isupp(%)[ = Isupp(flo)l = 2rk(flo) + p + q -  I/3, ~ fl,I. (3) 
Moreover ~3~ 0 and ]~3:~ 0 yields by Lemma 2.5 
Isupp(~)l/> 3 II~IP and Jfl, ~ ~1 ~ I1~11, (4) 
Lemma 4.2 states that 
rk(f lo)< I1~11, (5) 
and part (1) implies that 
q ~< I1~11. (6) 
582a/64/2-7 
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Parts (3)-(6) show (2) and we obtain from (2) (~fl~)s ~ f~. Thus there exists 
~ End(w) such that ctf~ = Ely by Lemma 3.9. This relation implies that 
dim k (rad 3 A/rad 4 A)< dim k (rad 3 A/rad 4 A) 
which contradicts our assumption A _-__ A. Now the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Using Proposition 2.6 the monoid End(w) is local. 
One obtains parts (a) and (b) immediately from Theorem 1 since a surjec- 
tire homomorphism End(w)~M induces a surjective homomorphism 
k End(w)~kM of k-algebras where cardinality and k-dimension of 
M(x, y)  and k(x, y), respectively, correspond to each other. 
Remarks. (a) In Example 6.1 we provide for neN a word w~ such that 
End(w~)/rad" End(w~) is generated by two elements and card(End(wn)/ 
rad" End(w~)) = n2/2 + n/2 + 1 holds. 
(b) Example 6.3 illustrates the proof of part (b). In particular we see 
that the bounds in part (b) of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are best possible. 
If for two endomorphisms ct, f~radEnd(w)\rad2End(w) the factor 
monoids (a, f l) /rad"(a, fl) and M(x, y)/rad n M(x, y) are isomorphic 
then n ~< 4 according to Proposition 3.4. Example 6.3 shows that n = 4 is 
possible. 
6. EXAMPLES 
The following examples are based on the quiver Q with one vertex and 
two arrows, i.e., Q1 = {x, y}. We fix some n~N. 
6.1. EXAMPLE. Consider wr= (x- lyyx -1 for r~No and w=w,,. Let 
as=(1, Wn_l, yx-1), ~t=(x-Xy, w,_l,1), 
fls = (w, 1, 1), and fl, = (1, 1, w). 
Then a = (cq, ~,) and fl = (fin, fit) belong to End(w) with 
End(w)= {~il0~<i<~n} w {~ifl~Jl0~<i,j<~n} u {0}, 
End(w)\rad n End(w)= {~10~<i<n} w {~f~dlO~i+j<n-  1}, 
dimk (k End(w)/rad n k End(w)) 
= card(End(w)/rad ~ End(w)) - 1 = n2/2 + n/2. 
The pair (~, fl) is simple and r~_ 2 (~, fl) is minimal if n ~> 2. 
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Consider V=x-2yx-3yx-3yx  -2 and w=v 3. Let 
a~ = (x -2yx-3yx-3yx  1 x -3yx-3 ,  yx-2v),  
c~,= (vx-2y, x -3yx-3yx  3, x lyx -3yx-3yx-2) ,  
/~s= (v, v 2, 1), and /3, = (1, v 2, v). 
Then a = (es, at) and /~ = (/~s,/3,) belong to rad End(w)\rad 2End(w). Let 
M be the monoid in two generators. Then 
(c~, ]~)/rad4(c~,/~)  M/rad 4 M. 
The set I=  (End(w)k(a, /3))  w rad 3 End(w) is an ideal in End(w) and 
End(w)/I_~ M/rad 3 M. 
The pair (a,/~) is weakly reducible and (c~,/3)=e(eo,/30;0, 0, 11/311- 1, 
II/~11- 1) holds for the corresponding reduced pair (Co,/~o)- 
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6.2. EXAMPLE. Consider v=(x - ly ) 'x  -1 and w=x- lyv  "+1. Let 
a, = (1, v, yx--lvn), C¢ t= (x-- ly, V, l?n), 
fl, = (x- lyv,  v n, 1) and fit = (x ly, v", v). 
Then ~ = (a s, ~,) and fl = (fls, fit) belong to rad End(w)krad 2End(w) with 
(a , /~)  = {~i I 0~<i~<n+ 1} w {/~;~J/~; I 0 ~< i, j, l<.n} 
{~n+l/~ai I 0~<i~<n } ~ {0}, 
(a , /~) \ rad ' (~, /~)  = {~; I 0~< i<n} u {/~J/3~; [ 0 ~< i+ j+ l<n-  1}, 
card((c~,/~)\radn(~,/~)) = 1/6n3 + 5/6n. 
The pair (~,/~) is strongly reducible if n >/2. Let (%,/~o) be the corre- 
sponding reduced pair. Then (~,/~) = e(~o,/~o; [6~[[, 0, 0, n [[/~1] ). We choose 
n = 2 for illustration: 
-~- -  - - - ) . . J¢ - -  • - - ) .  • ~,--- • - - -~ - ~- - -  -¢r---  . - -~  .~- -  • - ' - ) "  ,~¢- -  .~" -  - - -~  - ,6 - -  - - - ) "  .~-  • 
> < 
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7. WORDS AND MODULES 
7.1. Let Q be a quiver and denote by 
Q+ = {ala2. . .a,  EQ* la i~Q~foral l i}t3 {ex~Q* [xeQo } 
the set of paths in Q. The path algebra kQ of Q is defined as the k-vector 
space with basis Q +. The product of two pathes in kQ is by definition their 
composite in Q* if this is defined, otherwise it is zero. 
Given a word w in Q we now define the kQ-right module M= M(w) 
associated with w. Let M be the k-vector space with basis {mil 0 ~< i~< Iwl }. 
It suffices to explain the multiplication m. r for m ~ M and r ~ kQ if we 
restrict o base elements mi for m and to paths of length 0 and 1 for r. First 
consider w = ex for some x ~ Qo and put 
O o r = ex, 
m0 - r = else. 
Otherwise let w = wl w2...wn be a word of length n > 0 and define 
{i i mi "ex = o i v ~ 0 and x = t(wi), i = 0 and x = s(wi), 
else, 
f mi+ l O~ ~ Wi+ l~ 
mi'o~--~loi 1 else.~wzl' 
Now we quote in a slightly more general form a result of Wald and 
Waschbiisch as well as of Crawley-Boevey: 
PROPOSITION. Let A = kQ/I be a k-algebra and let w be a word in the 
quiver Q. I f  the associated kQ-module M(w) satisfies M(w) . I=0 then 
denote by M the induced A-module. The following algebras are isomorphic: 
EndA (M) -_ EndkQ (M(w)) ~- k End(w). 
Proof The Theorem in [C]  provides an explicit vector space 
isomorphism which respects the composition defined in End(w) and the 
usual one in EndkQ(M(w)). 
Proof of Corollary 1. Combine the proposition with Theorem 1. 
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